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Based on consultations with the Department of Environmental
Quality ("DEQ"), Virginia Electric and Power Company
("Dominion Virginia Power" or the "Company"), with assistance
from Dewberry, a regional engineering firm, has developed this
DEQ Supplement to facilitate review and analysis of the proposed
Project by DEQ and other relevant agencies.
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1.

Project Description

@

In order to accommodate an expansion of Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative's
("NOVEC") existing Pleasant Valley Delivery Point ("DP") and to comply with
mandatory North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC") Reliability
Standards, Dominion Virginia Power proposes to construct, in Fairfax Comity, Virginia,
four structures supporting new double circuit 230 kV tap lines ("230 kV Tap Lines")
from its existing 230 kV Bull Run-Loudoun Line #295 to a proposed new 230 kV Elklick
Switching Station ("Elklick Station") (collectively, the "Project"). The Company
proposes to cut the existing Line #295 (at "Elklick Junction") and extend each end for
approximately 670 feet on four new line structures (exclusive of two new backbone
structures) to terminate at the proposed Elklick Station, creating a revised 230 kV Bull
Run-Elklick Line #295 and a new 230 kV Loudoun-Elklick Line #2173. At Elklick
Station, four 230 kV breakers and associated equipment will be installed to reliably
interconnect the expanded Pleasant Valley DP with the transmission grid, replacing the
existing NOVEC-owned single circuit 230 kV tap from Line #295 that feeds the existing
Pleasant Valley DP.
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The general character of the Project area consists of rural and suburban large acre
residential lot development, existing gas and electric transmission easements and a
NOVEC substation, with residential and scattered agricultural uses. The Fairfax County
Park Authority owns adjacent undeveloped property to the north and east of the parcel.
2.

Environmental Analysis
A.

Air Quality

The construction of the Project will not require any clearing because construction will
occur on a pad previously cleared during unrelated construction. Temporary impacts to
air quality may occur during construction, primarily from construction equipment exhaust
and dust with an increase in particulates. However, the Company will implement the
erosion and sedimentation controls approved annually by DEQ, including dust
suppression measures.
Consequently, no permanent impacts on air quality are
anticipated. The Company does not expect to burn cleared material; however, if
necessary, the Company will coordinate with the responsible locality to obtain permits
and will comply with any conditions set forth by the locality. The Company's tree
clearing methods are described in Section 2.K below.
B.

Water Source

According to United States Geological Survey Topographic maps, there is one
intermittent stream (a tributary to Bull Run), draining less than five square miles, that lies
within the property area owned by NOVEC's customer, DCP. This unnamed tributary
will be aerially crossed by the 230 kV Tap Lines. The stream will not be impacted by the
Elklick Station or transmission lines, and no structures will be placed in the stream or
wetlands.
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The entire parcel in which Elklick Station will be located was delineated through a
Jurisdictional Determination made in September 2012. As outlined in a 2013 Wetlands
Delineation Report, no Waters of the United States ("WOUS") were located within the
construction zone for the proposed switching station or tap line towers. See Attachment
2.B.I.
A Joint Permit Application is not required for the Project, as the proposed stream
crossing is not within the jurisdiction of the Virginia Marine Resource Commission and
the Project does not impact WOUS or wetlands.
C.

Discharge of Cooling Waters

No discharge of cooling waters is associated with the Project.
D.

Tidal and Non-tidal Wetlands

No tidal wetlands are associated with the Project.
Wetlands Impact Consultation
A field delineation of the Project site was completed in 2012. The purpose of the wetland
investigation was to identify the location and extent of WOUS, including wetlands, as
regulated under Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act. This wetland investigation
was conducted in preparation for the planning and construction of NOVEC's Pleasant
Valley DP expansion and a new Elklick Station. The delineation found one intermittent
stream within in the Project area limits, and no wetland areas. See Attachment 2.D.I.
The planned construction of the Elklick Station will have no permanent impacts on the
jurisdictional waters identified above. Elklick Station's footprint and the transmission
towers for the 230 kV Tap Lines will not be located directly in a wetland or other WOUS.
Access for construction of the transmission towers will be made off the existing Pleasant
Valley DP access road on the same side of the intermittent stream as the Project's threepole angle structure, eliminating temporary impacts to the stream during construction.
Portions of the identified intermittent stream will be spanned by the 230 kV Tap Lines.
E.

Solid and Hazardous Waste

A database search was conducted to identify solid and hazardous waste sites within and
adjacent to the substation expansion parcel.
The database included federal
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information
System ("CERCLIS"), Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA") information, and DEQ's Solid Waste
Management Facilities/Landfill Site ("SWF/LF") and Voluntary Remediation Program
("VRP") databases.
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The database search did not find any CERCLIS sites within the immediate vicinity of the
Project. The database search indicated the only RCRA site within or immediately
adjacent to the right-of-way of the Project was the registration (as a Small Quantity
Generator) for the existing gas compression station served by NOVEC's Pleasant Valley
DP. A VRP database search did not fmd any VRP sites in the proximity to the parcel. A
review of the Virginia DEQ SWF/LF information found no sites located within 0.5 mile
from the proposed Elklick Station site. Additionally, the search of the EPA database did
not find any Superfund sites on the National Priorities List. See Attachment 2.E.1 for
maps of this information.
Care will be taken to operate and maintain construction equipment to prevent any fuel or
oil spills. Any waste created by the construction crews will be disposed of in a proper
manner and recycled where appropriate and will be further detailed in the Company's
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, a component of the Virginia Stormwater
Management Program, which will be submitted to DEQ.
F.

Natural Heritage, Threatened and Endangered Species

Dominion Virginia Power submitted consultation request letters to the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service ("USFWS"), Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
("DCR"), and Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries ("DGIF") on April 4,
2016 to obtain information and comment concerning known protected species present
within the study area. Dominion Virginia Power also submitted a project review request
online to DCR on April 5, 2016. The online request was returned on April 22, 2016, and
DCR stated that the Project site was located within the Elklick Diabase Flatwoods
Conservation Site. This conservation area is noted to be of high biodiversity
significance, and DCR indicated that it contains six natural heritage resources of concern.
DCR also noted that the Elklick Woodlands State Natural Area Preserve, which is
managed by the Fairfax County Park Authority with oversight from DCR, is located
approximately 500 feet southeast of the Project area. Correspondence from DCR also
requested coordination between the Company, Fairfax County Park Authority, and DCR
as the Project continues its development. The DCR response is included as Attachment
2.F.I.
The Project is being constructed on a previously-cleared pad site that was coordinated
and constructed under a federal permit approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. No additional clearing is needed for construction of the Project; therefore,
no additional coordination is necessary for tree clearing or permanent wetland and stream
impacts. DGIF and USFWS have not provided comments to date.
A USFWS Information, Planning, and Conservation System {IPAC) review was also
conducted for the study area. The IPAC Official Species List revealed the potential
presence of one federally threatened species, Northern Long Eared Bat (Myotis
septentrionalis) within the Project area; however, there are no critical habitats located in
the Project area. The IP AC is included as Attachment 2.F.2. DGIF also noted that the
Project area is within 2.0 miles of a state listed animal. See Attachment 2.F.L As
3
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necessary, surveys will be conducted at the appropriate time to determine if any identified
species will be affected by the Project, and die Company will coordinate with DGIF and
DCR as appropriate to minimize any impact on these resources. See Attachment 2.F.I.
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G.

Erosion and Sediment Control

Dominion Virginia Power is required to submit annual erosion and sediment control
specifications and an anticipated list of transmission line projects to DEQ for review and
approval. The Company's submittal for 2016 will likewise follow DEQ guidelines, and
this Project will be included in the submittal. These specifications are given to the
Company's contractors and require erosion and sediment control measures to be in place
before construction of the line begins and specify the requirements for rehabilitation of
the right-of-way. A copy of an email from DEQ documenting the Company's current
approval through June 30, 2016 is provided as Attachment 2.G.1 to this Supplement.
H.

Archaeological, Historic, Scenic, Cultural or Architectural Resources

On behalf of the Company, Dutton + Associates, LLC ("D+A") conducted a PreApplication Analysis of cultural resources for the Project. The Pre-Application Analysis
was completed in accordance with Virginia Department of Historic Resources'
("VDHR") guidance titled "Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric
Transmission Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the
Commonwealth of Virginia" (January 2008).
The background research conducted as part of the Pre-Application Analysis was
informed by VDHR guidance and designed to identify all previously-recorded National
Historic Landmarks ("NHL") located within 1.5 miles of the Project, all historic
properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places ("NRHP") or battlefields
located within 1.0 mile of the Project, all historic properties considered eligible for listing
in the NRHP located within 0.5 mile of the Project, and all buildings, structures, and
archaeological sites located directly within the Project area. Historic properties include
architectural and archaeological (terrestrial and underwater) resources, historic and
cultural landscapes, battlefields, and historic districts, including properties under historic
preservation easements held by either the VDHR or the Virginia Outdoors Foundation.
For each historic property within the defined tiers, a review of existing documentation
and a field reconnaissance was undertaken to assess each property's significant characterdefining features, as well as the character of its current setting. Following identification
of historic properties, D+A assessed the potential for impacts to any identified properties
as a result of the Project. Specific attention was given to determining whether or not
construction related to the Project could introduce new visual elements into the property's
viewshed or directly impact the property through construction, which would either
directly or indirectly alter those qualities or characteristics that qualify the historic
property for listing in the NRHP. In addition, all areas within one mile of the Project area
previously surveyed for cultural resource surveys were identified and mapped.
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A review of the VDHR Virginia Cultural Resource Information System ("VCRIS")
revealed a total of 13 previously-recorded architectural resources within 1.5 miles of the
Project. Of these, there are no previously-recorded NHL's located within 1.5 miles of the
Project; there is one property, the Manassas National Battlefield Park, listed in the NRHP
within 1.0 mile of the Project; there are two battlefields, the First and Second Manassas,
located within 1.0 mile of the Project; and there are no additional properties determined
eligible for the NRHP within 0.5 mile of the Project. One battlefield extends directly
within or just adjacent to the Project area, although local property records and visual
inspection revealed no other architectural resources directly within the Project area.
VCRIS also revealed that there are 25 previously-recorded archeological sites within 1.0
mile of the Project area; however, none are located directly within the Project area. In
addition, the Project area has already been subjected to a Phase I identification survey for
archaeological resources in 2013, as part of a gas pipeline project, and no new
archaeological sites were identified or recorded.
Field inspection, assessment, and analysis of resource data and photo simulations
prepared for the Project found that the Project will not be visible from most locations
throughout the three NRHP-listed or eligible historic properties, and therefore the Project
will have no more than a minimal impact to these properties. Further, the presence of
existing substation and transmission line infrastructure substantially limits the visibility
of the Project from those locations where it will be partially visible. In addition, no
archaeological resources will be affected as a result of construction as the Project area has
already been surveyed at the Phase I level and no archaeological sites were identified.
The Pre-Application Analysis was submitted to VDHR on April 18, 2016 and is provided
as Attachment 2.H.1.
I.

Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas

Construction, installation, operation, and maintenance of electric transmission lines and
their appurtenant structures are conditionally exempt from
the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act, as stated in the exemption for public utilities, railroads, public roads,
and facilities in 9 VAC 25-830-150. The Company will meet those conditions set forth
therein.
J.

Wildlife Resources

Impacts to wildlife resources are not anticipated since the majority of Project construction
will occur in previously cleared areas and within existing utility rights-of-way. The
Company intends to minimize impacts to these resources and coordinate with the
agencies as appropriate. See Section 2.F regarding ongoing protected species
consultations.
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Recreation, Agricultural, and Forest Resources

Although the Project abuts Fairfax County Park Authority ("Park Authority") property,
the Project is expected to have minimal incremental impact on recreational, agricultural,
and forest resources, due to the amount of existing infrastructure in the vicinity, and the
generally undeveloped nature of the Park Authority-owned property. The Company will
continue to coordinate with the Park Authority and private landowners concerning the 40foot height restriction established in a Post Sale Agreement prepared when the Park
Authority purchased the land from private owners. The Company will ensure that all
Project structures meet this requirement or are approved by stakeholders if limited
exceptions are necessary.
The Company's tree clearing methods utilize the Virginia Department of Forestry's
("DOF") Best Management Practices ("BMPs") for Water Quality. Specific sections of
the BMPs that are pertinent to transmission line clearing operations include:
•
•
•
•

Stream Crossing Design and Construction (culvert installation and removal)
Equipment Maintenance and Litter
Harvest Closure (rehabilitation of the right-of-way after construction)
Re-vegetation of Disturbed Areas

The Company will utilize the above BMPs on the Project. Further discussion of right-ofway clearing, rehabilitation, and maintenance can be found in Section II.A.5 of the
Appendix.
The Project will not impact any forest resources as the construction areas are already
cleared of trees under the FERC-approved application. The Company did not submit a
written request to the DOF.
L.

Use of Pesticides and Herbicides

Dominion Virginia Power typically maintains transmission right-of-way by means of
selective, low volume applications of EPA-approved, non-restricted use herbicides. The
goal of this method is to exclude tall growing brush species from right-of-way by
establishing early successional plant communities of native grasses, forbs, and low
growing woody vegetation. "Selective" application means the Company sprays only the
undesirable plant species (as opposed to broadcast applications). "Low volume"
application means the Company uses only the volume of herbicide necessary to remove
the selected plant species. These herbicides are routinely applied by hand.
DEQ has made earlier requests that only herbicides approved for aquatic use by the EPA
or the USFWS be used in or around any surface water. Dominion Virginia Power intends
to comply with this request.
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M.

Geology and Mineral Resources

The Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy no longer provides routine
environmental reviews (Attachment 2.M.1), therefore the Company did not send a letter
to the department. However, the Company does not anticipate negative impacts to the
mineral resources of the Commonwealth as a result of the Project.
N.

Transportation Infrastructure

The Project will not cross any state-maintained roadways in Virginia and will not
interfere with the Dulles International Airport airspace according to correspondence from
the Virginia Department of Aviation. See Attachment 2.N.I.
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As part of the Cove Point Liquefaction Project, Dominion Cove Point LNG, LP (DCP) proposes
to add compression to an existing natural gas compressor station to support a new liquefaction
facility at the Cove Point LNG Terminal in Lusby, Maryland. DCP is currently assessing two
existing compressor stations located in Northern Virginia as possible locations for additional
compression (Appendix 1: Figure 1). EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc. (EA) has
been retained to support environmental tasks for the proposed Liquefaction Project, including
natural resource reviews on additional properties that may be used as support facilities for the
Project. The proposed Pleasant Valley Compressor Station is one of the potential locations of
additional compression and is the subject of this report. EA has conducted a review and
delineation of the wetlands and/or "waters of the United States" within the project area.
2.0
2.1

RESEARCH OF AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS

Background Information

The Pleasant Valley Compressor Station is located at 6199 Bull Run Post Office Road and
makes up the proposed project's "area of review" (Figure 2). The area of review also includes an
area identified on Figure 2 as the proposed pipeline area. The total area of review consists of
approximately 34.24 acres of forested and industrial land in Centreville, Virginia. The property
can be accessed from the site entrance road on the east side of Bull Run Post Office Road. The
approximate latitude/longitude of the property is 38° 51' 27" N and 77° 30' 20" W, respectively.
2.2

United States Geological Survey Topographic Maps

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Topographic Map for the area (Gainesville
Quadrangle, Figure 3) was also used as a reference to identify possible wetlands and waterways
on the property. Topographic maps identify elevations, forested areas, streams, ponds, roads and
structures. The USGS Map depicts the majority of the area of review as being forested with a
small area of clearing on the southeast and southwest comers of the area of review. The USGS
map depicts two blue-line stream channels within the area of review which were both identified
as unnamed tributaries to Bull Run. The majority of the topography of the area of review slopes
to the south towards Bull Run, which is a tributary to the Occoquan Reservoir and Occoquan
Bay. The Occoquan Bay is a tributary to the Potomac River.

Cove Point Liquefaction Project
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2.3

Soil Survey Information

The online Natural Resource Conservation Service's (NRCS) Web Soil Survey for Fairfax
County was reviewed for the subject property (Figure 4). The Soil Survey identifies seven soil
series within the area of review.

According to the NRCS Hydric Soils List By State, on

September 21, 2012, at <http://soils.usda.gov/use/hydric/lists/state.html.>, all of the soil types,
within the area of review, were listed as hydric.
Table 1- Mapped Soil Types
SOIL SERIES

SYMBOL

DRAINAGE CLASS

Albano silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes

1A*

Poorly drained

Ashbum silt loam, 0 to 7 percent slopes

2B*

Moderately well drained

Catlett gravelly silt loam, 7 to 15 percent slopes

HC*

Well drained

27B*

Well drained

Perm silt loam, 2 to 7 percent slopes

85B*

Well drained

Perm silt loam, 7 to 15 percent slopes

85C*

Well drained

Sycoline-Kelly complex, 2 to 7 percent slopes

94B*

Chantilly-Sycoline-Kelly complex, 2 to 7 percent
slopes

Somewhat poorly
drained

Source: Adapted from the USDA-NRCS Web SoilSurvey (http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov)

2.4

National Wetland Inventory Maps

EA's environmental scientists reviewed wetland data from the United States Fish and Wildlife
(USFWS)

Service's

National

Wetlands

Inventory

(NWI)

Internet

website

('http://wetlandsfws.er.usgs.gov'). The NWI Maps (Figure 5) identifies one wetland within the
area of review near the southwest portion of the area of review. The NWI wetland system was
classified with a Cowardin designation of PF01A (Palustrine (P), Forested (FO), Deciduous (1),
Seasonally Flooded (B)).
3.0

METHODOLOGY

Wetlands were identified in accordance with the 2012 Regional Supplement to the Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Eastern Mountains and Piedmont Region, Version 2.0
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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based on the presence of three parameters including wetland hydrology, hydric soils and
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hydrophytic vegetation.

^

The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE) technical

guideline for wetlands requires that a positive wetland indicator be present for each of the three
criteria, except in specialized cases identified in the manual.
3.1

Hydrophytic Vegetation

The hydrophytic vegetation criterion involves identifying hydrophytic plant species that are
adapted to living in areas where the soil saturation and/or inundation is of sufficient duration
during the growing season to influence the plant community composition. Common wetland
plant species have been categorized by the USAGE in the 2012 National Wetland Plant List.
Each plant is classified into one of five categories as follows:
•

Obligate (OBL) = Greater than 99 percent estimated probability of occurring in
wetlands.

•

Facultative Wetland (FACW) = 67 to 99 percent estimated probability of occurring in
wetlands.

•

Facultative (FAC) = 34 to 66 percent estimated probability of occurring in wetlands.

•

Facultative Upland (FACU) = 1 to 33 percent estimated probability of occurring
wetlands.

•

Upland (UPL) = less than 1 percent estimated probability of occurring in wetlands.

The facultative categories are no longer further modified using positive (+) and negative (-)
signs.

The regional supplement has removed the plus/minus modifier from the vegetative

evaluation procedure. An area is considered to have a dominance of hydrophytic vegetation if
greater than 50 percent of the observed plant species are OBL, FACW, or FAC.
3.2

Hydric Soils

Hydric soils are soils that are saturated, ponded, or flooded long enough during the growing
season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper part (usually considered the root zone of
plants) of the soil column. The prolonged presence of water results in the chemical reduction of
elements, particularly iron and manganese. Reduced soils often exhibit a gray (or "gleyed")
color which reflects either the leaching of elements or the presence of reduced elements (again,
generally iron and manganese).
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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Hydric soils are often characterized by bright mottles, sometimes called redoximorphic features.
Mottles are an indication of incomplete saturation. They typically represent isolated pockets
where elements (mainly iron) are still oxidized. Another feature of hydric soils is a low matrix
chroma in the diagnostic zone, defined as either immediately below the A horizon, or 10 inches
from the surface (whichever is shallower). For mineral hydric soils, the diagnostic zone must
have a matrix chroma of 2 or less (for soils with mottles), or a matrix chroma of 1 or less (for
soils without mottles). To make this determination, soil cores are collected in the field in
suspected wetland areas and the soil chroma are compared to a Munsell Soil Color Chart. Other
examples of field indicators for hydric soils include high organic content, histic epipedons,
concretions, and/or a sulfidic odor.
3.3

Wetland Hydrology

Wetland hydrology supplies the moisture required to support wetland vegetation and also creates
the conditions necessary for the formation of hydric soils.

Primary indicators of wetland

hydrology include, but are not limited to: observed inundation or saturation, watermarks, drift
deposits, sediment deposits, and water stained leaves.

Secondary indicators of wetland

hydrology include, but are not limited to: drainage patterns, soil cracks, moss-trimmed trees,
crayfish borrows, and the FAC-Neutral test. The FAC-Neutral test involves comparing the
number of OBL and FACW plant species to the number of FACU and UPL plant species, with
FAC species being neutral. If 50% or more of the plant species are OBL or FACW, the FACNeutral test is considered a secondary indicator of wetland hydrology. An area must contain at
least one primary indicator or two secondary indicators of wetland hydrology in order for the
criteria of wetland hydrology to be met.
3.4

Field Data Collection

Locations for collection of data were established on-site to evaluate the presence or absence of
jurisdictional wetlands/waterways, and to demonstrate the typical characteristics of uplands and
wetlands along the line of delineation. In areas where hydrologic indicators were observed with
hydrophytic vegetation, EA personnel augured test pits in the ground to a depth of -18 inches or
more to observe soil conditions and classify the soil as either hydric or non-hydric. Surrounding
vegetative species and hydrologic indicators were also observed at the sample locations.
Wetland Determination Data Forms were completed for the areas of data collection within the
wetland areas as well as associated upland areas to support the delineation in the field and are
included in Appendix B of this report. In addition to the Wetland Determination Data Forms,
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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EA personnel also completed Jurisdictional Determination "Rapanos" Forms for the delineated
areas, which are included in Appendix C and Function and Value Assessment Forms which are
included in Appendix D. Photographs of the wetlands and streams identified on-site were taken
and are included in Appendix E of this report.
3.5

Field Delineation

A field review to evaluate whether jurisdictional wetlands and/or waterways are present at the
project site was performed. EA's field delineation of jurisdictional "waters of the U.S."
consisted of identifying the limits of the wetlands and waterways with pink and black flagging,
which were numbered sequentially. Wetland flag locations were located in the field utilizing a
handheld Trimble GeoXT GPS unit with sub-meter horizontal accuracy and collected in the
North American Datum of 1984 (NAD83), Virginia State Plane Coordinate System. The
wetland/waterway boundaries are shown on the accompanying Wetland Delineation Maps
(Appendix F).
4.0

SYSTEMS IDENTIFIED

On September 12 and 13, 2012, EA's wetland scientists conducted an on-site review of the
project area and identified a total of two wetlands and three stream channels within the area of
review, as described in the following sections of this report. Additional wetland and stream
systems have been identified on other properties associated with the overall project and
therefore, the wetlands and streams described in this report are numbered sequentially with the
other systems.
4.1

Waters of the U.S. #12 (Intermittent)

One stream channel referred to as Waters of the U.S. #12 (WUS12) was identified within the
area of review'. WUS12 is located on the northwestern portion of the site within the existing
treeline and appears to originate off-site to the north. WUS12 was identified as conveying flow
in a southerly direction through the treeline for approximately 645 l.f. before exiting the area of
review through a culvert beneath the existing site access road and continuing to the south. This
channel did not have any flow during the site visit, but a lack of vegetation and leaf litter were
observed. This channel is depicted as a blue-line stream on the USGS Map as an unnamed
tributary of Bull Run. EA's wetland scientists observed a defined bed and bank and an ordinary
high water mark (OHWM) within the limits of the stream channel. WUS12 is identified as a
relatively permanent water (RPW).
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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4.2

Waters of the U.S. #13 and #14 (Intermittent)

P
a

Two stream channels referred to as Waters of the U.S. #13 (WUS13) and Waters of the U.S. #14
(WUS14) were also identified within the area of review. WUS13 and WUS14 are located on the
southeasterly portion of the site within the existing treeline and both channels appear to originate
offsite to the north. WUS13 and WUS14 were identified as conveying flow in a southerly
direction through the treeline for approximately 393 l.f. and 183 l.f, respectively before
contributing to an existing wetland on-site. These channels did not have any flow during the site
visit, but a lack of vegetation and leaf litter were observed. WUS14 is depicted as a blue-line
stream on the USGS Map as an unnamed tributary of Bull Run. EA's wetland scientists
observed a defined bed and bank and an ordinary high water mark (OHWM) within the limits of
the stream channels. WUS13 and WUS14 are identified as a relatively permanent water (RPW).
4.3

Wetland 17 (Emergent)

Wetland 17 is located directly above a road culvert on the southeasterly portion of the area of
review. The wetland appears to receive the majority of its hydrology from WUS13 and WUS14,
as well as surficial runoff from the surrounding uplands. The wetland is located along the
existing gravel site access road and continues off-site to the south across the existing utility rightof-way (ROW). Wetland 17 was identified as a palustrine emergent wetland with predominantly
hydfophytic vegetation consisting of black willow (Salix nigra), Pennsylvania smartweed
{Persicaria pensylvanica), soft rush (Juncus effusus), and green bulrush {Scirpus cyperinus)
throughout the wetland. The soil matrix within this wetland had a chroma value of 2 or less with
mottling of the matrix. Redox features and depletions were observed in soils samples throughout
the wetland. Wetland hydrology indicators included oxidized rhizospheres in the living roots,
soil surface cracks, and drainage patterns. This wetland was identified as directly abutting
WUS13 and WUS14
4.4

Wetland 18 (Forested)

Wetland 18 is located along the eastern bank of WUS13, within the treeline on the eastern
portion of the area of review. This wetland was identified as a palustrine deciduous forested
wetland with predominantly hydrophytic vegetation consisting of pin oak {Quercus palustris)
and black gum {Nyssa sylvatica), within the overstory.

Japanese stilt grass (Microstegium

vimineum), and spicebush (Lindera benzoin) were also identified as dominate plants throughout
the wetland. The soil matrix within this wetland had a chroma value of 2 or less with mottling of
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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wetland. Wetland hydrology indicators included oxidized rhizospheres in the living roots, water
stained leaves, and drainage patterns.

^

the matrix.

A description of the wetlands and stream channels with a list of dimensions is provided in Table
2, with a significant nexus finding for each feature.
Table 2 - Delineated Features
Delineated Feature

Resource

Signi ficant Nexus
Determination

Dimensions
(within the area of
review)

Waters of the U.S. #12

Intermittent stream

RPW (seasonal)

645 l.f.

Waters of the U.S. #13

Intermittent stream

RPW (seasonal)

393 l.f.

Waters of the U.S. #14

Intermittent stream

RPW (seasonal)

183 l.f.

Wetland 17

Emergent wetland

Abutting RPW

0.11 ac.

Wetland 18

Forested wetland

Abutting RPW

0.06 ac.

4.5

Non-Jurisdictional Features

EA wetland scientists identified mutliple areas throughout the existing developed facility that
appeared to be part of the existing SWM infrastructure, and are not typical of natural wetland
systems.

EA investigated these areas throughout the area of review and did not identify any

SWM infrastructure as a potentially jurisdictional feature. Although most SWM ponds are
designed to outfall to an existing stream channel, and therefore, could be seen as contributing to
Waters of the U.S., it is our professional experience that SWM infrastructure is typically only
regulated as wetlands or Streams if they were believed to be constructed in previous wetland or
stream areas or are considered to be in-line features. For example:
•

In-line ponds, where a likely jurisdictional stream channel was identified to flow into a
SWM pond and then continued below the pond. In this situation, the SWM pond would
likely be considered jurisdictional.

•

Located within floodplains - If a SWM pond appears to be located within a floodplain of
an existing stream channel and the pond banks were surrounded with wetland vegetation,
it would be difficult to determine whether or not the pond was originally constructed in
uplands. These areas would be flagged as an abutting or adjacent wetland.

Cove Point Liquefaction Project
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The SWM ponds and swales were mowed and maintained features that appear to be constructed
completely in uplands with no wetlands or streams contributing to them from upslope locations.
Therefore, the SWM ponds and swales throughout the existing facility where not included in the
wetland delineation as potentially jurisdictional features.
Numerous rip-rap swales throughout the facility were also identified along existing roads and
each was viewed as SWM drainage swales. These rip-rap swales receive surficial runoff from
the roads and other impervious surfaces and do not receive hydrology from natural stream
channels or wetlands.
5.0

FUNCTION AND VALUE ASSESSMENT

Wetland functions are physical, chemical, and biological processes or attributes of wetlands that
are vital to the integrity of a wetland system, while wetland values are attributes not necessarily
important to the integrity of a wetland system, but are perceived as valuable to society. In
addition to the standard wetland delineation methods, EA personnel performed a Function and
Value Assessment of the wetlands delineated within the area of review. EA utilized the
methodology from the New England District of the USAGE for Wetland Functions and Values:
A Descriptive Approach. A brief description of the common functions and values assessed with
this method is provided below.
•

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE/DISCHARGE — The potential for the wetland to contribute water to an
aquifer or potential for the wetland to serve as an area where groundwater can be discharged to the surface.

•

FLOODFLOW ALTERATION (Storage & Desynchronization) — Effectiveness of the wetland in reducing
flood damage by attenuation of floodwaters for prolonged periods following precipitation events.

•

FISH AND SHELLFISH HABITAT — Effectiveness of seasonal or permanent water bodies associated
with the wetland in question for fish and shellfish habitat.

•

SEDIMENT/TOXICANT/PATHOGEN RETENTION — Prevents degradation of water quality relating to
the effectiveness of the wetland as a trap-for sediments, toxicants, or pathogens.

•

NUTRIENT REMOVAL/RETENTION/TRANSFORMATION — Ability for the wetland to prevent
adverse effects of excess nutrients entering aquifers or surface waters such as ponds, lakes, streams, rivers,
or estuaries.

Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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•

PRODUCTION EXPORT (Nutrient) — Wetlands ability to produce food or usable products for humans or

(g

other living organisms.

K1

SEDIMENT/SHORELINE STABILIZATTON — Effectiveness of a wetland to stabilize stream banks and
shorelines against erosion.

•

WILDLIFE-HABITAT — The wetlands ability to provide habitat for various types and populations of
animals typically associated with wetlands and the wetland edge. Both resident and/or migrating species
must be considered.

•

RECREATION (Consumptive and Non-Consumptive) — Ability for the wetland and associated
watercourses to provide recreational opportunities such as canoeing, boating, fishing, hunting, and other
active or passive recreational activities. Consumptive activities consume or diminish the plants, animals, or
other resources that are intrinsic to the wetland, whereas non-consumptive activities do not.

•

EDUCATIONAL/SCIENTIFIC VALUE — Value of the wetland as a site for an "outdoor classroom" or as
a location for scientific study or research.

•

UNIQUENESS/HERITAGE — Ability for the wetland or its associated water bodies to produce certain
special values. Special values may include such things as archaeological sites, unusual aesthetic quality,
historical events, or unique plants, animals, or geologic features.

•

VISUAL QUALITY/AESTHETICS — The presence of visual and aesthetic qualities of the wetland for
society.

The wetlands delineated onsite appear to have the primary functions of providing groundwater
recharge and discharge as well as suitable habitat for wildlife. A list of species observed in the
vicinity can be found on the Wetland Function-Value Evaluation Form which can found in
Appendix D of this report. The common values assessed do not appear to be applicable for this
site, due to the secure nature of the site and limited public access to the wetland areas.
6.0

CONCLUSION

The stream channels and wetlands identified within the area of review, in EA's opinion, either
exhibited characteristics of "waters of the U.S." or all three wetland parameters as defined in the
2012 Regional Supplement Manual. Therefore, these areas were flagged in the field and are
identified on the Wetland Delineation Plan.
It is EA's professional opinion that there are jurisdictional nontidal wetlands and "waters of the
U.S." present within the areas of review. However, the USAGE is the federal agency that
Cove Point Liquefaction Project
Offsite Support Site - Pleasant Valley Compressor Station
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determines the official jurisdictional status of wetlands/waterways. Furthermore, the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) can regulate wetlands/waterways considered
non-jurisdictional by the USAGE. This report, including appendices, should be submitted to the
USAGE in order to obtain a Final Jurisdictional Determination Letter.
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Project/Site: Pleasant Valley Compressor Station

City/County: Fairfax County

Sampling Date: 9/12/12

Applicant/Owner: Dominion
Investlgator(s):

State:

TMKand KLR

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Slope %:

Latitude:

Soil Map Unit Name:

VA

Sampling Point:

1/1

dp-lu

Section, Township, Range:
floodplain

Local Relief (concave, convex, none):

38.859405 ° N

Longitude:

77.508099 ° N

Concave

Datum: NAD83 VA state plane

Albano silt loam, 0-2% slopes (1A)

NWI Classification:

Are dlmatic/hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year?

Yes 0 No []

Are Vegetation Q Soil [I], or hydrology ^significantly disturbed?

Are "Normal Circumstances" present? Yes

Are Vegetation Q Soil Q,or hydrology I

(If needed, explain any answers in remarks.)

[naturally problematic?

Upland

(If no, explain in Remarks.)
PI No I I

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes •

Nop]

HydricSoil Present?

Yes P]

Nop]

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes •

Nop]

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes P]

Nop

If yes, optional Wetland Site ID:

Remarks: (Explain alternative procedures here or In a separate report.)

HYDROLOGY
Wetland Hydrology Indicators:

Secondary Indicators (minimum of 2)

Primary Indicators (minimum of one is required; check all that apply)

Surface Soil Cracks (B6)

Surface Water (Al)

Sparsely Veg. Concave Surface(B8)

— High Water Table (A2)

Aquatic Fauna (B13)

Drainage Patterns (BIO)

Saturation (A3)

True Aquatic Plants (B14)

Moss Trim Lines (B16)

Water Marks (Bl)

Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (CI)

Dry-Season Water Table (C2)

Sediment Deposits (B2)

Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)

Crayfish Burrows (C8)

Drift Deposits (83)

Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)

Saturation Visible on Aerial (C9)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (Dl)

Algal Mat or Crust (B4)

Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled Soils (C6)

Iron Deposits (B5)

Thin Muck Surface (C7)

Geomorphic Position (D2)

Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Shallow Aquitard (D3)

Water-Stained Leaves (B9)

Microtopographic Relief (D4)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Water Table Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Saturation Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes Q

No [Tl

(Includes capillary fringe)
Describe Recorded Data (stream guage, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Remarks:

VEGETATION - Use Scientific Names of Plants.
Absolute

Dominant

% Cover

Species?

Status

Number of Dominant Species

5

NO

FAC

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

2 Quercus alba

15

YES

FACU

3 Quercus falcata

10

Tree Stratum

(Plot size:

1 Quercus Imbrlcarla

Indicator Dominance Test worksheet:

YES

FACU

Total Number of Dominant

4 Quercus rubra

NO

FACU

Species Across All Strata:

5 Carya alba

NO

UPL

6

n/a

NO

Percent of Dominant Species

7

n/a

NO

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

40

= Total cover

20

= 50%

Sapling/Shrub Stratum

8

(B)

40.0

(A/B)

Prevalence Index worksheet:

1 Quercus alba

NO

FACU

15

YES

FACU

3 Carya alba

10

YES

UPL

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

6
7

US Army Corps of Engineers

10

= 20%

(Plot size:

2 Juniperus vlrginlana

(A)

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

OBL species

xl

FACW species

x2

FAC species

x3

NO

FACU species

x4

n/a

NO

UPL Species

n/a

NO

Column Totals:

30

= Total Cover

15

= 50%

6

Prevalence Index = B/A =
= 20%

X

(A)

5
(B)

[=S
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&
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Vegetation (continued)

Sampling Point:
Absolute

Dominant

Indicator

dp-lu

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

% Cover

Species?

Status

Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation

a

1 Dichanthellum clandestium

15

YES

FAC

Dominance test is >50%

P

2 Mlcrostegium vlmlneum

15

YES

FAC

Prevalence Index is sB.O1

FAC

Morphological Adaptations1(Provide Supporting

Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

3 Aristida spiciformis

25

YES

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

'indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must

7

n/a

NO

be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

55

Total Cover

27.5
Woody Vine Stratum

data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)
I

= 50%

11

= 20%

I Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1(Explain)

Definitions of Vegetation Strata:
Tree: Woody plants 3Tn. (7.6cm) or more in diameter

(Plot size:

1 Smilax rotundifolla
15

2 Rubus occldentalis

YES

FAC

at breast height (DBH), regardless of height.

YES

UPL

Sapling/shrub: Woody plants less than 3 in. DBH

YES

FACU

3 Vitls aestivalis

and greater then 3.28 ft (1m) tall.

4

n/a

NO

Herb: All herbaceous (non-woody) plants, regardless
of size, and woody plants less than 3.28 ft tall.

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

Woody Vines: All woody vines greater than 3.28 ft in

7

n/a

NO

height.

25
12.5

Total Cover
= 50%

5

= 20%

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes | |

No| •/1

Remarks: (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.)

SOIL
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Depth

Matrix

Redox Features

(inches)

Color (moist)

%

Color (moist)

0-2

10YR2/2

100

Type

2-6

10YR3/2

85

7.5YR4/6

15

M

6-16

10YR4/4

70

7.5YR4/6

30

M

Loc

Texture

Fine Sandy Loam

'Type: C=Concentratlon, D=Depletlon, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.
Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Hydric Soil Indicators:
Histosol (Al)

Dark Surface (57)

2 cm Muck (AID) (MLRA 147)

Hlstlc Epipedon (A2)

Polyvalue Below Surface (S8) (MLRA 147,148)

Coast Prarie Redox (A16) (MLRA 147,148)
Piedmont Floodplaln Soils (F19)

Black Hlstlc (A3)

Thin Dark Surface (59) (LRR R, MLR A 149B)

Hydron Sulfide (A4)

Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)

Stratified Layers (AS)

Depleted Matrix (F3)

Red Parent Material (TF2)

(MLRA 136,147)

2 cm Muck (A10) (LRR N)

Redox Dark Surface (F6)

Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)

Depleted Below Dark Surface (All)

Depleted Dark Surface (F7)

Other (Explain In Remarks)

Thick Dark Surface (A12)

Redox Depressions (F8)

Sandy Mucky Mineral (SI) (LRR N,

Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) (LRR N,

MLR A 147,148)

|

Remarks

Fine Sandy Loam

MLR A 136)

Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

Umbrlc Surface (F13) (MLRA136,122)

Sandy Redox (S5)

Piedmont Floodplaln Soils (F19) (MLRA 148)

Stripped Matrix (S6)

'indicators of hydrophtic vegetation and wetland hydroloev J

it be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

Restrictive Layer (if observed):
Type:
Depth (inches):
Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes Q

No[2]
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Project/Site: Pleasant Valley Compressor Station

City/County: Fairfax County

Investigator(s):

Landform (hlllslope, terrace, etc.):
Latitude:

Soil Map Unit Name:

VA

Sampling Point:

IT?

dp-2w

yi

Section, Township, Range:

TMK and KLR

Slope %:

m

Sampling Date: 9/13/12
State:

Applicant/Owner: Dominion

a
Local Relief (concave, convex, none):

Depression
Longitude:

38.857584 °N

77.504290 ° N

Convace

Datum: NAD83 VA state plane

Ashburn silt loam, 0-7% slopes (2B)

NWI Classification:

Are climatic/hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year?

Yes [2] No [2]

PFO

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are Vegetation Q Soil Q, or hydrology [^significantly disturbed?

Are "Normal Circumstances" present? Yes

[2] No O

Are Vegetation Q Soil Q, or hydrology Qnaturally problematic?

(If needed, explain any answers In remarks.)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytlc Vegetation Present?

Yes [2]

NoQ

HydricSoil Present?

Yes [2]

No•

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes [2]

No•

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

If yes, optional Wetland Site ID:

Yes [21

No I

1

Wetland 18

Remarks: (Explain alternative procedures here or in a separate report.)

HYDROLOGY
Secondary Indicators (minimum of 2)

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators (minimum of one Is required; check all that apply)

Surface Soil Cracks (B6)
Sparsely Veg. Concave Surface(B8)

Surface Water (Al)
High Water Table (A2)

Aquatic Fauna (B13)

Drainage Patterns (BIO)

Saturation (A3)

True Aquatic Plants (B14)

Moss Trim Lines (B16)

Water Marks (Bl)

Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (CI)

Dry-Season Water Table (C2)

Sediment Deposits (B2)

Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)

Crayfish Burrows (C8)

Drift Deposits (B3)

Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)

Saturation Visible on Aerial (C9)

Algal Mat or Crust (B4)

Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled Soils (C6)

Stunted or Stressed Plants (Dl)

Iron Deposits (B5)

Thin Muck Surface (C7)

Geomorphic Position (D2)

Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (B7)

Other (Explain In Remarks)

Shallow Aquitard (D3)
Microtopographlc Relief (D4)

Water-Stained Leaves (B9)

FAC-Neutral Test (PS)
Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?

Yes

No

Depth (Inches):

Water Table Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Saturation Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes (21

Nol

|

(Includes capillary fringe) •
Describe Recorded Data (stream guage, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections), if available:

Remarks:

VEGETATION - Use Scientific Names of Plants.
Indicator Dominance Test worksheet:

Absolute

Dominant

% Cover

Species?

Status

Number of Dominant Species

15

YES

FACW

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

25

YES

FAC

3 Quercusfalcota

10

YES

FACU

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

Percent of Dominant Species

7

n/a

NO

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

Tree Stratum

1

(Plot size: 30 ft

Quercus palustrls

2 Nyssa sylvatica

50
25
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plotslze:

= 50%

10

70.0

. <B>

(A/B)

= 20%

30 ft

Prevalence Index worksheet:
FACU

YES

FACW

3 Lindera benzoin

15

YES

FAC

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

6
7

Multiply by:

Total % Cover of:
OBL species

xl

FACW species

x2

FAC species

x3

NO

FACU species

x4

n/a

NO

UPL Species

n/a

NO

Column Totals:

35
17.5

US Army Corps of Engineers

10

Total cover

YES

2 Vocclnlum corymbosum

Total Number of Dominant
Species Across All Strata:

10
10

1 Juniperus vlrglniana

. <A>

Prevalance Index = B/A =

= Total Cover
= 50%

7

= 20%

x5
(A)

(B)
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Vegetation (continued)
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

Sampling Point:

30 ft

)

Absolute

Dominant

Indicator

% Cover

Species?

Status

25

YES

FAC

Dominance test is >50%

UPL

Prevalence Index Is S3.01

1 Mlcrosteglum vlmlneum

to

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

a

Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation

p

2 Sphagnum spp.

10

YES

3

n/a

NO

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

'indicators of hydrlc soil and wetland hydrology must

7

n/a

NO

be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

Woody Vine Stratum

(Plot size:

30ft

Morphological Adaptations1(Provide Supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)
I

I Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1(Explain)

Total Cover

35
17.5

= 50%

7

= 20%

)

Definitions of Vegetation Strata:
Tree: Woody plants 3 in. (7.6cm) or more in diameter

1 Toxicodendron radlcans

25

YES

FAC

at breast height (DBH), regardless of height.

2 Smllox rotundlfollo

15

YES

FAC

Sapling/shrub: Woody plants less than 3 in. DBH

3

n/a

NO

and greater then 3.28 ft (1m) tall.

4

n/a

NO

Herb: All herbaceous (non-woody) plants, regardless

5

n/a

NO

of size, and woody plants less than 3.28 ft tall.

6

n/a

NO

Woody Vines: All woody vines greater than 3.28 ft In

7

n/a

NO

height.

40

= Total Cover

20

= 50%

8

= 20%

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes M

No|

Remarks: (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.)

SOIL
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Depth

Matrix

Redox Features

(Inches)

Color (moist)

?

0-2

10YR4/2

100

2-15

2.5Y5/1

95

Color (moist)

%

Type

Loc

Texture

Remarks

Sitt loam

10YR5/6

PL

Silt loam

'Type: C=Concentratlon, D=Depletlon, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.
Hydrlc Soil Indicators:

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.
Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils :

Histosol (Al)

Dark Surface (S7)

2 cm Muck (AID) (MLRA 147)

Histlc Eplpedon (A2)

Polyvalue Below Surface (S8) (MLRA 147,148)

Coast Prarie Redox (A16) (MLRA 147,148)
Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19)

Black Histlc (A3)

Thin Dark Surface (S9) (LRR R, MLRA 149B)

Hydron Sulfide (A4)

Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)

Stratified Layers (AS)

Depleted Matrix (F3)

2 cm Muck (A10) (LRR N)

Redox Dark Surface (F6)

Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)

Depleted Below Dark Surface (All)

Depleted Dark Surface (F7)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Thick Dark Surface (A12)

Redox Depressions (F8)

Sandy Mucky Mineral (SI) (LRR N,

Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) (LRR N,

MLR A 147,148)

(MLRA 136,147)
Red Parent Material (TF2)

MLRA 136)

Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

Umbric Surface (F13) (MLRA 136,122)

Sandy Redox (S5)

Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19) (MLRA 148)

Stripped Matrix (S6)
'indicators of hydrophtlc vegetation and wetland hydrology ij

it be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

Restrictive Layer (if observed):
Type:

Dry-Compacted

Depth (Inches): 15
Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

urc

dp-2w

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes [v]

No I

I

|

2Bi
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Project/Site: Pleasant Valley Compressor Station

City/County: Fairfax County

m

_Sampling Date: 9/13/12

Applicant/Owner: Dominion

State:

VA

Sampling Point:

VI

dp-3w

Lfl
Investlgator(s):

TMK and KLR

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Slope %:

Latitude:

Soil Map Unit Name:

Section, Township, Range:
Depression

a

Local Relief (concave, convex, none):

38.8566500 N'

Longitude:

77.504518 0 N

Gonvace

Datum: NAD83VAstate plane

Albano silt loam, 0-2% slopes (1A)

NWI Classification:

Are dlmatlc/hydrologic conditions on the site typical for this time of year?

Yes 0 No Q

P

PEM

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

Are Vegetation O,Soil Q,or hydrology CDslSnificantly disturbed?

Are "Normal Circumstances" present? Yes

Are Vegetation Q Soil Q, or hydrology Qnaturally problematic?

(If needed, explain any answers in remarks.)

0 No I

I

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes 0

No 0

HydricSoll Present?

Yes 0

No 0

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes 0

No I I

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

If yes, optional Wetland Site ID:

Yes 0

No I

I

Wetland 17

Remarks: (Explain alternative procedures here or in a separate report.)

HYDROLOGY
Wetland Hydrology Indicators:

Secondary Indicators (minimum of 2)

Primary Indicators (minimum of one Is required; check all that apply)

Surface Soil Cracks (86)

Surface Water (Al)

Sparsely Veg. Concave Surface(B8)

High Water Table (A2)

Aquatic Fauna (813)

Drainage Patterns (810)

Saturation (A3)

True Aquatic Plants (814)

Moss Trim Lines (816)

Water Marks (81)

Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (CI)

Dry-Season Water Table (C2)

Sediment Deposits (82)

Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)

Crayfish Burrows (C8)

Drift Deposits (83)

Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)

Saturation Visible on Aerial (C9)

Algal Mat or Crust (84)

Recent Iron Reduction in Tilled Soils (C6)

Stunted or Stressed Plants (Dl)

Iron Deposits (85)

Thin Muck Surface (C7)

Geomorphlc Position (D2)

Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (87)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Shallow Aqultard (D3)

Water-Stained Leaves (89)

Microtopographic Relief (D4)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?

Yes

No

Depth (Inches):

Water Table Present?

Yes

No

Depth (Inches):

Saturation Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes 0

No I

I

(Includes capillary fringe)
Describe Recorded Data (stream guage, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous inspections). If available:
Remarks:

VEGETATION - Use Scientific Names of Plants.
Tree Stratum

(Plot size: 30 ft

Absolute

Dominant

% Cover

Species?

Indicator Dominance Test worksheet:

n/a

NO

n/a

NO

n/a

NO

Total Number of Dominant

n/a

NO

Species Across All Strata:

n/a

NO

n/a

NO

Percent of Dominant Species

n/a

NO

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

Status

Number of Dominant Species

. <A>

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

. <B>

100.0

(A/B)

= Total cover
" = 50%
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

0

= 20%

30 ft

Prevalence Index worksheet:

1 Salix nigra

IS

YES

2

n/a

NO

OBL species

xl

3

n/a

NO

FACW species

x2

4

n/a

NO

FAC species

x3

5

n/a

NO

FACU species

x4

6

n/a

NO

UPL Species

7

n/a

NO

Column Totals:

15
7.5

US Army Corps of Engineers

OBL

= Total Cover
"=50%

3

Total % Cover of:

Multiply by:

x5
(A)

(B)

Prevalance Index = B/A =
= 20%

ov

a
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Vegetation (continued)
Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

Sampling Point:

30 ft

Absolute

Dominant

Indicator

% Cover

Species?

Status

1 Typho latifolia

10

NO

OBL

dp-3w

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:
Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation
v) Dominance test is >50%

2 Scirpus cyperinus

15

NO

FACW

Prevalence Index is sS.O1

3 Juncus effusus

20

YES

FACW

Morphological Adaptations1(Provide Supporting

4 Persicaria pensylvanica

25

YES

FACW

5 Microstegium vlmlneum

10

NO

FAC

6 Ageratina altissima

10

NO

FACU

'indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must

7 Lespedezo cuneota

10
100

NO

FACU

be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

50
Woody Vine Stratum

(Plot size:

30 ft

data In Remarks or on a separate sheet)
I

I Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1(Explain)

= Total Cover
= 50%

20

= 20%

)

Definitions of Vegetation Strata:
Tree: Woody plants 3 In. (7.6cm) or more In diameter

1

n/a

NO

at breast height (DBH), regardless of height.

2

n/a

NO

Sapling/shrub: Woody plants less than 3 In. DBH

3

n/a

NO

and greater then 3.28 ft (1m) tall.

4

n/a

NO

Herb: All herbaceous (non-woody) plants, regardless

5

n/a

NO

of size, and woody plants less than 3.28 ft tall.

5

n/a

NO

Woody Vines: All woody vines greater than 3.28 ft in

7

n/a

NO

height.

= Total Cover
= 50%

0

= 20%

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes M

No| |

Remarks: (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.)

SOIL
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Depth

Matrix

Redox Features

(inches)

Color (moist)

%

0-3

10YR2/2

3-5

10YR4/3

100
100

5-12

2.5Y5/1

85

12+

refusal

Type

Color (moist)

Loc

Texture

Remarks

Silt loam

Silt loam

2.5Y4/6

15

PL

Silt loam

'Type: C=Concentratlon, D=Depletion, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

Location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrix.

Hydric Soil Indicators:

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils3:

Histosol (Al)

Dark Surface (S7)

2 cm Muck (A10) (MLRA 147)

Hlstlc Eplpedon (A2)

Polyvalue Below Surface (58) (MLRA 147,148)

Coast Prarle Redox (A16) (MLRA 147,148)
Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19)

Black Hlstlc (A3)

Thin Dark Surface (59) (LRR R, MLRA 149B)

Hydron Sulfide (A4)

Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)

Stratified Layers (A5)

Depleted Matrix (F3)

2 cm Muck (A10) (LRR N)

Redox Dark Surface (F6)

Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)

Depleted Below Dark Surface (All)

Depleted Dark Surface (F7)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Thick Dark Surface (A12)

Redox Depressions (F8)

Sandy Mucky Mineral (51) (LRR N,

Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) (LRR N,

MLRA 147,148)

(MLRA 136,147)
Red Parent Material (TF2)

MLRA 136)

Sandy Gleyed Matrix (54)

Umbric Surface (F13) (MLRA 136,122)

Sandy Redox (S5)

Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19) (MLRA 148)

Stripped Matrix (S6)
'indicators of hydrophtic vegetation and wetland hydroloev ij it be present, unless disturbed or problematic.
Restrictive Layer (if observed):
Type:

Rocks

Depth (inches): 12
Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes [7]

No I

I

t/s
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Project/Site: Pleasant Valley Compressor Station

City/County: Fairfax County

_Sampling Date: 9/13/12

Applicant/Owner: Dominion
Investigator(s):

State:

TMK and KLR

Landform (hillslope, terrace, etc.):
Slope %:

Latitude:

Soil Map Unit Name:

VA

Sampling Point:

dp-4u

1/1

Section, Township, Range:
Terrace

Local Relief (concave, convex, none):

38.856630 ° N

Longitude:

77.504299 0 N

None

Datum: NAD83 VA state plane

Albano silt loam, 0-2% slopes (1A)

NWI Classification:

Are cllmatic/hydrologlc conditions on the site typical for this time of year?

Yes

[2] NOQ

Are Vegetation Q,Soil Q, or hydrology Osignificantly disturbed?

Are "Normal Circumstances" present? Yes

Are Vegetation Q Soil O, or hydrology I

(If needed, explain any answers in remarks.)

Inaturallv problematic?

Upland

(If no, explain in Remarks.)

PI

No

I I

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS - Attach site map showing sampling point locations, transects, important features, etc.
Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes •

Nop]

HydricSoll Present?

Yes •

Nop]

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes •

Nop]

Is the Sampled Area within a Wetland?

Yes Q

Nop]

If yes, optional Wetland Site ID:

Remarks: (Explain alternative procedures here or In a separate report.)

HYDROLOGY
Wetland Hydrology Indicators:

Secondary Indicators (minimum of 2)

Primary Indicators (minimum of one is required; check all that apply)

Surface Soil Cracks (86)

Surface Water (Al)

Sparsely Veg. Concave Surface(B8)

High Water Table (A2)

Aquatic Fauna (813)

Drainage Patterns (810)

Saturation (A3)

True Aquatic Plants (814)

Moss Trim Lines (816)

Water Marks (81)

Hydrogen Sulfide Odor (CI)

Dry-Season Water Table (C2)

Sediment Deposits (82)

Oxidized Rhizospheres on Living Roots (C3)

Crayfish Burrows (C8)

Drift Deposits (83)

Presence of Reduced Iron (C4)

Saturation Visible on Aerial (C9)
Stunted or Stressed Plants (Dl)

Algal Mat or Crust (84)

Recent Iron Reduction In Tilled Soils (C6)

Iron Deposits (85)

Thin Muck Surface (C7)

Geomorphic Position (D2)

Inundation Visible on Aerial Imagery (87)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Shallow Aqultard (03)

Water-Stained Leaves (89)

Microtopographic Relief (D4)
FAC-Neutral Test (D5)

Field Observations:
Surface Water Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Water Table Present?

Yes

No

Depth (inches):

Saturation Present?

Yes

No

Depth (Inches):

Wetland Hydrology Present?

Yes Q

No 0

(includes capillary fringe)
Describe Recorded Data (stream guage, monitoring well, aerial photos, previous Inspections), if available:

Remarks:

VEGETATION - Use Scientific Names of Plants.
Absolute

Dominant

% Cover

Species?

Status

Number of Dominant Species

1 Juniperus virginiono

25

YES

FACU

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

2 Quercus alba

15

YES

FACU

NO

UPL

Tree Stratum

(Plot size: 30 ft

3 Caryaalba

Indicator Dominance Test worksheet:

Total Number of Dominant

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

Percent of Dominant Species

7

n/a

NO

That Are OBL, FACW, or FAC:

45

= Total cover

22.5
Sapling/Shrub Stratum

(Plot size:

30 ft

= 50%

(A)

Species Across All Strata:

9

(B)

25.0

= 20%

)

Prevalence Index worksheet:

1 Juniperus vlrglnlana

15

YES

FACU

2 Quercus alba

10

YES

FACU

OBL species

xl

3 Vacclnlum corymbosum

15

YES

FACW

FACW species

x2

4

n/a

NO

FAC species

x3

5

n/a

NO

FACU species

x4

6

n/a

NO

UPL Species

7

n/a

NO

Column Totals:

US Army Corps of Engineers

(A/B)

40

= Total Cover

20

= 50%

8

Prevalance Index = B/A =
= 20%

Multiply by:

Total % Cover of:

X

(A)

5

(B)
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Vegetation (continued)

Sampling Point:

dp-4u

Hydrophytic Vegetation Indicators:

Absolute

Dominant

Indicator

% Cover

Species?

Status

Rapid Test for Hydrophytic Vegetation

YES

FACU

Dominance test Is >50%

2 Ageratin altisslma

10
10

YES

FACU

Prevalence Index is S3.01

3

n/a

NO

4

n/a

NO

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

'indicators of hydric soil and wetland hydrology must

7

n/a

NO

be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

Herb Stratum

(Plot size:

30 ft

)

1 Polystichun ocrosticholdes

20
10
Woody Vine Stratum

(Plot size:

30ft

«SJ

Morphological Adaptations1(Provide Supporting
data in Remarks or on a separate sheet)
I

I Problematic Hydrophytic Vegetation1 (Explain)

= Total Cover
"=50%

4

= 20%

Definitions of Vegetation Strata:
Tree: Woody plants 3 in. (7.6cm) or more in diameter

)
FAC

at breast height (D8H), regardless of height.

1 Toxicodendron radicans

15

YES

2

n/a

NO

3

n/a

NO

and greater then 3.28 ft (1m) tall.

4

n/a

NO

Herb: All herbaceous (non-woody) plants, regardless
of size, and woody plants less than 3.28 ft tall.

Sapling/shrub: Woody plants less than 3 in. DBH

5

n/a

NO

6

n/a

NO

Woody Vines: All woody vines greater than 3.28 ft in

7

n/a

NO

height.

15
7.5

= Total Cover
' = 50%

3

= 20%

Hydrophytic Vegetation Present?

Yes |

|

NoM

Remarks: (Include photo numbers here or on a separate sheet.)

SOIL
Profile Description: (Describe to the depth needed to document the indicator or confirm the absence of indicators.)
Depth

Matrix

Redox Features
Color (moist)

(Inches)

Color (moist)

0-4

10YR2/2

4-10

10YR4/4

100
100

10-16

10YR4/4

80

%

Type1

Loc''

Texture

Remarks

Fine Sandy Loam
Silt ioam
10YR4/3

20

M

'Type: C=Concentration, D=Depletlon, RM=Reduced Matrix, CS=Covered or Coated Sand Grains.

'location: PL=Pore Lining, M=Matrlx.

Hydric Soil Indicators:

Indicators for Problematic Hydric Soils :

Histosol (Al)

Dark Surface (S7)

2 cm Muck (A10) (MLRA 147)

Histlc Epipedon (A2)

Polyvalue Below Surface (S8) (MLRA 147,148)

Coast Prarie Redox (A16) (MLRA 147,148)

Black Histlc (A3)

Thin Dark Surface (S9) (LRR R, MLRA 149B)

Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19)

Hydron Sulfide (A4)

Loamy Gleyed Matrix (F2)

Stratified Layers (AS)

Depleted Matrix (F3)

Red Parent Material (TF2)

(MLRA 136,147)

2 cm Muck (A10) (LRR N)

Redox Dark Surface (F6)

Very Shallow Dark Surface (TF12)

Depleted Below Dark Surface (All)

Depleted Dark Surface (F7)

Other (Explain in Remarks)

Thick Dark Surface (A12)

Redox Depressions (F8)

Sandy Mucky Mineral (SI) (LRR N,

Iron-Manganese Masses (F12) (LRR N,

MLR A 147,148)

MLRA 136)

Sandy Gleyed Matrix (S4)

UmbricSurface (F13) (MLRA 136,122)

Sandy Redox (S5)

Piedmont Floodplain Soils (F19) (MLRA 148)

Stripped Matrix (S6)
Indicators of hydrophtic vegetation and wetland hydrology rl

it be present, unless disturbed or problematic.

Restrictive Layer (if observed):
Type:

Hydric Soil Present?

Yes Q

No [T|

Depth (inches):
Remarks:

US Army Corps of Engineers

EX*

Appendix C
Jurisdictional Determination "Rapanos" Forms
{For Features Within the Area of Review Only)
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0)

a

APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION FORM
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

W

©
This form should be completed by following the instructions provided in Section TV of the ID Form Instructional Guidebook.

H1

Q

SECTION I: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. REPORT COMPLETION DATE FOR APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION (JD): October 2012
B.

DISTRICT OFFICE, FILE NAME, AND NUMBER:

C.

PROJECT LOCATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Loudoun County Compressor Station
State: Maryland
County/parish/borough: Calvert County
City: Lusby
Center coordinates of site (lat/long in degree decimal format): Lat. 38.8575 ° N, Long. 77.5056 0 W.
Universal Transverse Mercator:
Name of nearest waterbody: UT of Bull Run
Name of nearest Traditional Navigable Water (TNW) Into which the aquatic resource flows: Potomac River
Name of watershed or Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC): 02070008
[3 Check if map/diagram of review area and/or potential jurisdictional areas is/are available upon request.
• Check if other sites (e.g., offsite mitigation sites, disposal sites, etc...) are associated with this action and are recorded on a
different JD form.

D.

REVIEW PERFORMED FOR SITE EVALUATION (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):
• Office (Desk) Determination. Date:
0 Field Determination. Date(s): September 12 and 13, 2012

SECTION H: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
A. RHA SECTION 10 DETERMINATION OF JURISDICTION.
There Arc no "navigable waters of the U.S." within Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA) jurisdiction (as defined by 33 CFR part 329) in the
review area. [Required]
•
• Waters subject to the ebb and flow of the tide.
• Waters are presently used, or have been used in the past, or may be susceptible for use to transport interstate or foreign commerce.
Explain:
B. CWA SECTION 404 DETERMINATION OF JURISDICTION.
There jArc "waters of the U.S." within Clean Water Act (CWA) jurisdiction (as defined by 33 CFR part 328) in die review area. [Required]
1. Waters of the U.S.
a.

Indicate presence of waters of U.S. in review area (check all that apply): 1

I""!
•
S
•
£3
•
D
•
I""!

TNWs, including territorial seas
Wetlands adjacent to TNWs
Relatively permanent waters2 (RPWs) that flow direcdy or indirectly into TNWs
Non-RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs
Wetlands directly abutting RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs
Wetlands adjacent to but not directly abutting RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs
Wetlands adjacent to non-RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs
Impoundments of jurisdictional waters
Isolated (interstate or intrastate) waters, including isolated wetlands

b. Identify (estimate) size of waters of the U.S. in the review area:
Non-wetland waters: See table on Page 2 linear feet: variable width (ft) and/or
Wetlands: Acreage of wetland within the study area - see table on page 2 acres.

acres.

c. Limits (boundaries) of jurisdiction based on: Established by OirVViVI.
Elevation of established OHWM (if known): Wetland boundaries were based on procedures and defenitions established in the
2012 USAGE supplimental delineation manual.
2.

Non-regulated waters/wetlands (check if applicable):3

£3 Potentially jurisdictional waters and/or wetlands were assessed within the review area and determined to be not jurisdictional.
Explain: EA wetland scientists identified mutliple areas throughout the existing developed facility as part of the existing
SWM infrastructure that are not typical to natural wetlands systems. EA investigated these areas throughout the area

' Boxes checked below shall be supported by completing the appropriate sections in Section HI below.
2 For purposes of this form, an RPW is defined as a tributary that is not a TNW and that typically flows year-round or has continuous flow at least "seasonally"
e.g., typically 3 months).
Supporting documentation is presented in Section ffl.F.

^
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of review and did not identify any SWM infrastructure as a potentially jurisdictional feature. The SWM ponds and
swales were mowed and maintained features that appear to be constructed completely in uplands with no wetlands or
streams contributing to them from upslope locations. Therefore, the SWM ponds and swales throughout the existing
facility where not included in the wetland delineation as potentially jurisdictional features. Many of the rip-rap swales
throughout the facility were identified along existing roads and were viewed as SWM drainage swales. These rip-rap
swales receive surficial runoff from the roads and other impervious surfaces and do not receive hydrology from
natural stream channels or wetlands
Delineated Feature
Waters of the U.S. #12
Waters of the U.S. #13
Waters of the U.S. #14
Wetland 11
Wetland 12

JD Determination
RPW-seasonal
RPW-seasonal
RPW-Seasonal
Abutting
Abutting

Dimensions
645 I.f.
393 l.f.
183 l.f.
0.11 ac.
0.06 ac.
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SECTION m: CWA ANALYSIS

0
<§

A.

TNWs AND WETLANDS ADJACENT TO TNWs

in

The agencies will assert jurisdiction over TNWs and wetlands adjacent to TNWs. If the aquatic resource is a TNW, complete
Section III.A.l and Section m.D.l. only; if the aquatic resource is a wetland adjacent to a TNW, complete Sections HI.A.I and 2
and Section IH.D.l.; otherwise, see Section IlT.B below.

©
&

1.

TNW
Identify TNW:
Summarize rationale supporting determination:

2.

B.

Wetland adjacent to TNW
Summarize rationale supporting conclusion that wetland is "adjacenf':

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRIBUTARY (THAT IS NOT A TNW) AND ITS ADJACENT WETLANDS (IF ANY):
This section summarizes information regarding characteristics of the tributary and its adjacent wetlands, if any, and it helps
determine whether or not the standards for jurisdiction established under Rapanos have been met.
The agencies will assert jurisdiction over non-navigable tributaries of TNWs where the tributaries are "relatively permanent
waters" (RPWs), i.e. tributaries that typically flow year-round or have continuous flow at least seasonally (e.g., typically 3
months). A wetland that directly abuts an RFW is also jurisdictional. If the aquatic resource is not a TNW, but has year-round
(perennial) flow, skip to Section in.D.2. If the aquatic resource is a wetland directly abutting a tributary with perennial flow,
skip to Section IH.D.d.
A wetland that is adjacent to but that does not directly abut an RPW requires a significant nexus evaluation. Corps districts and
EPA regions will include in the record any available information that documents the existence of a significant nexus between a
relatively permanent tributary that is not perennial (and its adjacent wetlands if any) and a traditional navigable water, even
though a significant nexus finding is not required as a matter of law.
If the waterbody4 is not an RPW, or a wetland directly abutting an RPW, a JD will require additional data to determine if the
waterbody has a significant nexus with a TNW. If the tributary has adjacent wetlands, the significant nexus evaluation must
consider the tributary in combination with all of its adjacent wetlands. This significant nexus evaluation that combines, for
analytical purposes, the tributary and all of its adjacent wetlands is used whether the review area identified in the JD request is
the tributary, or its adjacent wetlands, or both. If the JD covers a tributary with adjacent wetlands, complete Section IH.B.l for
the tributary, Section 1II.B.2 for any onsite wetlands, and Section in.B.3 for all wetlands adjacent to that tributary, both onsite
and offsite. The determination whether a significant nexus exists is determined in Section HI.C below.
1.

Characteristics of non-TNWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNW
(i)

General Area Conditions:
Watershed size: 56,653 hcre^
Drainage area:
[ Pick List
Average annual rainfall: 38 inches
Average annual snowfall: 12 inches

(ii) Physical Characteristics:
(a) Relationship with TNW:
• Tributary flows directly into TNW.
El Tributary flows through § tributaries before entering TNW.
Project waters are 30 (or more) river miles from TNW.
Project waters are 1 (or less) river miles from RPW.
Project waters are 15-20'aerial (straight) miles from TNW.
Project waters are J (or less) aerial (straight) miles from RPW.
Project waters cross or serve as state boundaries. Explain:

4 Note that the Instructional Guidebook contains additional information regarding swales, ditches, washes, and erosional features generally and in the arid
West.
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Identify flow route to TNW5: The majority of the topography of the area of review slopes to the south towards Bull Run,
which is a tributary to the Occoquan Reservoir and Occoquan Bay. The Occoquan Bay is a tributary to the Potomac
River.
Tributary stream order, if known:
.

®
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(b) General Tributary Characteristics (check all that apply'):
Tributary is:
£3 Natural
• Artificial (man-made). Explain:
ISI Manipulated (man-altered). Explain: Road crossings with rip-rap and culverts.
Tributary properties with respect to top of bank (estimate):
Average width: 3-4 feet
Average depth: 1-3 feet
Average side slopes: 5:£>
Primary tributary substrate composition (check all that apply):
El Silts
El Sands
• Cobbles
• Gravel
• Bedrock
Q Vegetation. Type/% cover:
• Other. Explain:

• Concrete
• Muck

Tributary condition/stability [e.g., highly eroding, sloughing banks]. Explain:
Presence of run/riffle/pool complexes. Explain: complexes developed.
Tributary geometry: Meandering
Tributary gradient (approximate average slope): less then 2 %
(c)

Flow:
Tributary provides for: Intermittent but not seasonal flq«[
Estimate average number of flow events in review area/year: 20 (or greater)
Describe flow regime:
Other information on duration and volume:
Surface flow is: Confined. Characteristics:
Subsurface flow: JJnknown. Explain findings:
• Dye (or other) test performed:
Tributary has (check all that apply):
El Bed and banks
El OHWM6 (check all indicators that apply):
I I clear, natural line impressed on the bank CI

• changes in the character of soil
CI shelving

the presence of litter and debris

• destruction of terrestrial vegetation
CI the presence of wrack line

El vegetation matted down, bent, or absent • sediment sorting
E leaf litter disturbed or washed away
• scour

1 I sediment deposition
• water staining
CI other (list):

CI multiple observed or predicted flow events
CI abrupt change in plant community

• Discontinuous OHWM.7 Explain:
If factors other than the OHWM were used to determine lateral extent of CWA jurisdiction (check all that apply):
CI High Tide Line indicated by:
• Mean High Water Mark indicated by:
• oil or scum line along shore objects
• survey to available datum;

CI fine shell or debris deposits (foreshore)

CI physical markings;

• physical markings/characteristics

• vegetation lines/changes in vegetation types.

• tidal gauges
• other (list):
(iii) Chemical Characteristics:

3 Flow route can be described by identifying, e.g., tributary a, which flows through the review area, to flow into tributary b, which then flows into TNW.
6A natural or man-made discontinuity in the OHWM does not necessarily sever jurisdiction (e.g., where the stream temporarily flows underground, or where
the OHWM has been removed by development or agricultural practices). Where there is a break in the OHWM that is unrelated to the waterbody's flow
regime (e.g., flow over a rock outcrop or through a culvert), the agencies will look for indicators of flow above and below the break.
Tbid.
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Characterize tributary (e.g., water color is clear, discolored, oily film; water quality; general watershed characteristics, etc.).
Explain:
Identify specific pollutants, if known:

©
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(iv) Biological Characteristics. Channel supports (check all that apply):
E3 Riparian corridor. Characteristics (type, average width):
• Wetland fringe. Characteristics:
• Habitat for:
• Federally Listed species. Explain findings:
• Fish/spawn areas. Explain findings:
• Other environmentally-sensitive species. Explain findings:
• Aquatic/wildlife diversity. Explain findings:
2.

Characteristics of wetlands adjacent to non-TNW that flow directly or indirectly into TNW
(i)

Physical Characteristics:
(a) General Wetland Characteristics:
Properties:
Wetland size: see table on page 2acres
Wetland type. Explain: PFO and PEM .
Wetland quality. Explain: Low quality wetland with little function and value (see F&V forms).
Project wetlands cross or serve as state boundaries. Explain: No.

(b) General Flow Relationship with Non-TNW:
Flow is: IntermittentfloW. Explain: Based on multiple site visit,s clear defined drainage patterns were observed
throughout the wetland and a clear connection to the RPWs on the property.
Surface flow is: Confined
Characteristics:
Subsurface flow: [Unknown. Explain findings:
D Dye (or other) test performed:
(c)

Wetland Adjacency Determination with Non-TNW:
15?l Directly abutting
• Not directly abutting
• Discrete wetland hydrologic connection. Explain:
• Ecological connection. Explain:
I~1 Separated by berm/barrier. Explain:

(d) Proximity fRelationshinf to TNW
Project wetlands are 30 (or more) river miles from TNW.
Project waters are 15-20 aerial (straight) miles from TNW.
Flow is from: Wetland to navigable waters.
Estimate approximate location of wetland as within the 100 - SOO-year floodplain.
(ii) Chemical Characteristics:
Characterize wetland system (e.g., water color is clear, brown, oil film on surface; water quality; general watershed
characteristics; etc.). Explain: clear water color with no pollutants of discoloration observed.
Identify specific pollutants, if known:
(iii) Biological Characteristics. Wetland supports (check all that apply):
[3 Riparian buffer. Characteristics (type, average width):>l50 feet.
[?\1 Vegetation type/percent cover. Explain:90% cover - deciduous forest.
• Habitat for:
• Federally Listed species. Explain findings:
1 Fish/spawn areas. Explain findings:
l~~l Other environmentally-sensitive species. Explain findings:
• Aquatic/wildlife diversity. Explain findings:See Function and Value Forms.
3.

Characteristics of all wetlands adjacent to the tributary (if.any)
All wetland(s) being considered in the cumulative analysis:§
Approximately ( 0.17 ) acres in total are being considered in the cumulative analysis.
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For each wetland, specify the following:
Directly abuts?

(Y/tf)

Wetland 17
Wetland 18

Y
Y

Size (in acres)

y«j
Directly abuts? (Y/N)

Size fin acres)

0.11 ac.
0.06 ac.

Summarize overall biological, chemical and physical functions being performed: See Function and Value Forms.

C.

SIGNIFICANT NEXUS DETERMINATION
A significant nexus analysis will assess the flow characteristics and functions of the tributary itself and the functions performed
by any wetlands adjacent to the tributary to determine if they significantly affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of a TNW. For each of the following situations, a significant nexus exists if the tributary, in combination with all of its adjacent
wetlands, has more than a speculative or insubstantial effect on the chemical, physical and/or biological integrity of a TNW.
Considerations when evaluating significant nexus include, but are not limited to the volume, duration, and frequency of the flow
of water in the tributary and its proximity to a TNW, and the functions performed by the tributary and all its adjacent
wetlands. It is not appropriate to determine significant nexus based solely on any specific threshold of distance (e.g. between a
tributary and its adjacent wetland or between a tributary and the TNW). Similarly, the fact an adjacent wetland lies within or
outside of a floodplain is not solely determinative of significant nexus.
Draw connections between the features documented and the effects on the TNW, as identified in the Rapanos Guidance and
discussed in the Instructional Guidebook. Factors to consider include, for example:
•
Does the tributary, in combination with its adjacent wetlands (if any), have the capacity to cany pollutants or flood waters to
TNWs, or to reduce the amount of pollutants or flood waters reaching a TNW?
•
Does the tributary, in combination with its adjacent wetlands (if any), provide habitat and lifecycle support functions for fish and
other species, such as feeding, nesting, spawning, or rearing young for species that are present in the TNW?
•
Does the tributary, in combination with its adjacent wetlands (if any), have the capacity to transfer nutrients and organic carbon that
support downstream foodwebs?
•
Does the tributary, in combination with its adjacent wetlands (if any), have other relationships to the physical, chemical, or
biological integrity of the TNW?
Note: the above list of considerations is not inclusive and other functions observed or known to occur should be documented
below:

D.

1.

Significant nexus findings for non-RPW that has no adjacent wetlands and flows directly or indirectly into TNWs. Explain
findings of presence or absence of significant nexus below, based on the tributary itself, then go to Section III.D:

2.

Significant nexus findings for non-RPW and its adjacent wetlands, where the non-RPW flows directly or indirectly into
TNWs. Explain findings of presence or absence of significant nexus below, based on the tributary in combination with all of its
adjacent wetlands, then go to Section III.D:

3.

Significant nexus findings for wetlands adjacent to an RPW but that do not directly abut the RPW. Explain findings of
presence or absence of significant nexus below, based on the tributary in combination with all of its adjacent wetlands, then go to
Section III.D:

DETERMINATIONS OF JURISDICTIONAL FINDINGS. THE SUBJECT WATERSAVETLANDS ARE (CHECK ALL
THAT APPLY):
1.

TNWs and Adjacent Wetlands. Check all that apply and provide size estimates in review area:
• TNWs:
linear feet
width (ft). Or,
acres.
• Wetlands adjacent to TNWs:
acres.

2.

RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs.
O Tributaries of TNWs where tributaries typically flow year-round are jurisdictional. Provide data and rationale indicating that
tributary is perennial:
R1 Tributaries of TNW where tributaries have continuous flow "seasonally" (e.g., typically three months each year) are
jurisdictional. Data supporting this conclusion is provided at Section III.B. Provide rationale indicating that tributary flows
seasonally: .

(/3
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Provide estimates for jurisdictional waters in the review area (check all that apply):
Kl Tributary waters: see table on page 2 linear feet variable width (ft).
• Other non-wetland waters:
acres.
Identify type(s) of waters:
.
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3.

Non-RPWs8 that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs.
• Waterbody that is not a TNW or an RPW, but flows directly or indirectly into a TNW, and it has a significant nexus with a
TNW is jurisdictional. Data supporting this conclusion is provided at Section ULC.
Provide estimates for jurisdictional waters within the review area (check all that apply):
[~~l Tributary waters:
linear feet width (ft).
• Other non-wetland waters:
acres.
Identify type(s) of waters:

4.

Wetlands directly abutting an RPW that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs.
Wetlands directly abut RPW and thus are jurisdictional as adjacent wetlands.
fl Wetlands directly abutting an RPW where tributaries typically flow year-round. Provide data and rationale
indicating that tributary is perennial in Section in.D.2, above. Provide rationale indicating that wetland is
directly abutting an RPW:
E( Wetlands directly abutting an RPW where tributaries typically flow "seasonally." Provide data indicating that tributary is
seasonal in Section HLB and rationale in Section ni.D.2, above. Provide rationale indicating that wetland is directly
abutting an RPW: Stream baseflow was not observed during site visitshowever no accumilation of leaf litter was
observed in the channels and hydric soils with redox were identified in the bed of the channel, clear drainage patterns
and inundated low points were observed between the wetland and off-site stream channel.
Provide acreage estimates for jurisdictional wetlands in the review area: see table on page 2

5.

Wetlands adjacent to but not directly abutting an RPW that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs.
O Wetlands that do not directly abut an RPW, but when considered in combination with the tributary to which they are adjacent
and with similarly situated adjacent wetlands, have a significant nexus with a TNW are jurisidictional. Data supporting this
conclusion is provided at Section ni.C.
Provide acreage estimates for jurisdictional wetlands in the review area:

6.

acres.

Wetlands adjacent to non-RPWs that flow directly or indirectly into TNWs.
Q Wetlands adjacent to such waters, and have when considered in combination with the tributary to which they are adjacent and
with similarly situated adjacent wetlands, have a significant nexus with a TNW are jurisdictional. Data supporting this
conclusion is provided at Section ULC.
Provide estimates for jurisdictional wetlands in the review area:

7.

acres.

acres.

Impoundments of jurisdictional waters.9

As a general rule, the impoundment of a jurisdictional tributary remains jurisdictional.
Q Demonstrate that impoundment was created from "waters of the U.S.," or
• Demonstrate that water meets the criteria for one of the categories presented above (1-6), or
• Demonstrate that water is isolated with a nexus to commerce (see E below).

E.

ISOLATED [INTERSTATE OR INTRA-STATE] WATERS, INCLUDING ISOLATED WETLANDS, THE USE,
DEGRADATION OR DESTRUCTION OF WHICH COULD AFFECT INTERSTATE COMMERCE, INCLUDING ANY
SUCH WATERS (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):10

O which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for recreational or other purposes.
O from which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or foreign commerce.
• which are or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in interstate commerce.

'See Footnote # 3.
9 To complete the analysis refer to the key in Section in.D.6 of the Instructional Guidebook.
10 Prior to asserting or declining CWA jurisdiction based solely on this category, Corps Districts will elevate the action to Corps and EPA HQ for
review consistent with the process described in the Corps/EPA Memorandum Regarding CWA Act Jurisdiction Following Rnpanos.
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• Interstate isolated waters. Explain:
O Other factors. Explain:

.
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Identify water body and summarize rationale supporting determination:
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Provide estimates for jurisdictional waters in the review area (check all that apply):
• Tributary waters: see table on page 2 linear feet width (ft).
Q Other non-wetland waters:
acres.
Identify type(s) of waters:
E) Wetlands: see table on page 2 acres.

F.

NON-JURISDICTIONAL WATERS, INCLUDING WETLANDS (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):
13. If potential wetlands were assessed within the review area, these areas did not meet the criteria in the 1987 Corps of Engineers
Wetland Delineation Manual and/or appropriate Regional Supplements.
• Review area included isolated waters with no substantial nexus to interstate (or foreign) commerce.
• Prior to the Jan 2001 Supreme Court decision in "SWANCC" the review area would have been regulated based solely on the
"Migratoiy Bird Rule" (MBR).
O Waters do not meet the "Significant Nexus" standard, where such a finding is required for jurisdiction. Explain:
13 Other: (explain, if not covered above): EA wetland scientists identified mutliple area throughout the existing developed
facility as part of the existing SWM infrastructure that are not typical to natural wetlands systems. EA reviewed these areas
throughout the area of review and did not identify any SWM infrastructure as a potentially jurisdictional feature. The SWM ponds
and swales were mowed and maintained features that appear to be constructed completely in uplands with no wetlands or streams
contributing to them from upslope locations. Therefore the SWM ponds and swales throughout the existing facility where not
included in the wetland delineation as potentially jurisdictional features. Many of the rip-rap swales throughout the facility were
identified along existing roads and were viewed as SWM drainage swales. These rip-rap swales receive surficial runoff from the
roads and other impervious surfaces and do not receive hydrology from natural stream channels or wetlandsProvide acreage estimates for non-jurisdictional waters in the review area, where the sole potential basis of jurisdiction is the MBR
factors (i.e., presence of migratory birds, presence of endangered species, use of water for irrigated agriculture), using best professional
, udgment (check all that apply):
Zl Non-wetland waters (i.e., rivers, streams):
linear feet
width (ft).
Lakes/ponds:
acres.
• Other non-wetland waters:
acres. List type of aquatic resource:
• Wetlands:
acres.
Provide acreage estimates for non-jurisdictional waters in the review area that do not meet the "Significant Nexus" standard, where such
a finding is required for jurisdiction (check all that apply):
[~l Non-wetland waters (i.e., rivers, streams):
linear feet,
width (ft).
• Lakes/ponds:
acres.
• Other non-wetland waters:
acres. List type of aquatic resource:
Q Wetlands:
acres.

SECTION IV: DATA SOURCES.
A. SUPPORTING DATA. Data reviewed for JD (check all that apply - checked items shall be included in case file and, where checked
and requested, appropriately reference sources below):
3 Maps, plans, plots or plat submitted by or on behalf of the applicant/consultant:
3 Data sheets prepared/submitted by or on behalf of the applicant/consultant.
• Office concurs with data sheets/delineation report
• Office does not concur with data sheets/delineation report.
• Data sheets prepared by the Corps:
• Corps navigable waters' study:
• U.S. Geological Survey Hydrologic Atlas:
• USGS NHD data.
• USGS 8 and 12 digit HUC maps.
U.S. Geological Survey map(s). Cite scale & quad name:Cove Point Quadrangle.
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Soil Survey. CitatiomNRCS Websoil Survey.
National wetlands inventory map(s). Cite name:
• State/Local wetland inventory map(s):
• FEMA/FIRM maps:
• 100-year Floodplain Elevation is:
(National Geodectic Vertical Datum of 1929)
Photographs: • Aerial (Name & Date):

3
3
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or 0 Other (Name & Date):Wetland Delineation Photos, Taken 9/12/20412 amd 9/13//2012.
r~l

®

Previous detennination(s). File no. and date ofresponse letter:
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Applicable/supporting case law:

•

Applicable/supporting scientific literature:

•

Other information (please specify):

.
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B. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS TO SUPPORT JD:
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Appendix E
Site Photographs
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^EPA~—
Envirofacts

Search Results
6309 BULL RUN POSTOFFICE RD
CENTREVILLE, VA 20120

Pleasant Valley Cgtnpressor Station

•Vou can navigate within the map with your mouse.
(EPA Facility Information
This query was executed on MAR-21-2016

RCRAInfo
HANDLER ID:VAR000509349

LIST OF NAICS CODES AND DESCRIPTIONS

HANDLER / FACILTTY CLASSIFICATION

[HANDLSR TYPElLANP DI9PQSAUNCIN^RAT0R!BO|L£R ANP OR INDUSTRIAL FMRNAC^TORAGEh^EATMENTl

HANDLER TYPE
Conditionally Exempt Small Generator

No Process Information is available for the facility listed above.
Additional Information can be obtained from Resource Conservation and Recovery Information j RCRAInfo]Search.

https Jlofmpub.epa.gov/enviro/muitisys2_v2.getjist?faciIity_uin=110022309679
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Multisystem Search Results |Envirofacts | US EPA

3/21/2016

Page 4 of ^

https:/;ofmpub.cpa.gov/env[ro/mu:t)sys2_u2.get_[i3t?fac3ity_uin=110063305699
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Envirofacts

Search Results
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DOMINION COVE POINT LNGUP - HERNDON
MulUsystcrn Links

6002 PLEASANT VALLEY RD
HERNDON, VA 22020

EF Qvervlgw

m
&

Saarch
Modal
Contact Us
Domffilon Covo Poljit Lng Lp - Hsrndon
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'EPA Facility Information
This query was executed on MAR-21-2016

AFS Information
o

OPERATING
Stnte County ComoHnncn Source: 5105900412
Region Codo:

03

Primary SIC Code:

4922
NATURAL GAS TRANSMISSION
486210

NAICS Codo:
NAICS Code Description:

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas

Air Program Information
Air Program

Air Program
Program

SIP

Status Description

Comnlianco

Air Program
Subpart Description

OPERATING

Status Doscriotion

Coda

POTENTIAL

NO APPLICABLE

UNCONTROLLED

STATE REGUL

EM

Pollutant Data
Pollutant; CAS
CAS Number

Attain Indicator
Compliance

Description

ES Pollutant

Pollutnnt Class

Comolinncc

Description

Status

CO

CARBON MONOXIDE A

ATTAINMENT

8

AREA FOR A GIV

NO APPLICABLE

POTENTIAL

STATE REGUL

UNCONTROLLED
EM

N02

NITROGEN PIOXIPE

A

ATTAINMENT

8

AREA FOR A GIV

NO APPLICABLE
STATE REGUL

POTENTIAL
UNCONTROLLED
EM

PM10

PARTICULATE
MATTER < 10 UM

A

ATTAINMENT
AREA FOR A GIV

8

NO APPLICABLE

POTENTIAL

STATE REGUL

UNCONTROLLED
EM

https://offnpub.epa.gov/enviro/multisys2_v2.get_list7facility_uirp110063905699
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FT

S02

TOTAL

ATTAINMENT

PARTICAATE
MATTER
SULFUR DIOXIDE

8

Page 5'

NO APPLICABLE

POTENTIAL

AREA FOR A GIV

STATE REGUL

UNCONTROLLED
EM

ATTAINMENT

NO APPLICABLE

POTENTIAL

AREA FOR A GIV

STATE REGUL

UNCONTROLLED

yi

EM

voc

VOLATILE ORGANIC

F

COMPOUNDS

VOC 8 HOUR

NO APPLICABLE

POTENTIAL

MODERATE

STATE REGUL

UNCONTROLLED
EM

Compliance Monitoring System Plan
CMS Start Date FY2008 CMS Indicator FY2008 CMS Indicator Description FY2009 CMS Indicator FY2009 CMS Indicator Doscriollon

Plant Actions
National Action
Action

Prooram

Numbers

Codes

Description

Achieved Amount

Results

Results Code

Code

Description

Pollutant Regional
Element

00

90000

00005

Penalty

Action

Action

PS

STATE/LOCAL

PS

PCE/ON-SITE

EPA ACT#S

15-DEC-

RANGE

99

STATE

05-NOV-

CONDUCTED

07

30

Element

IN
COMPLIANCE

PCE/ON-SITE
00004

00003

FS

PX

STATE

11-SEP-

CONDUCTED

STATE/LOCAL

CONDUCTED

07

FCE/ON-SITE

FCE/ON-SITE

STATE/LOCAL

FS

PX

PCE/OFF-SITE

STATE

31-MAY-

CONDUCTED

06

10

OUT OF
COMPLIANCE

30

IN
COMPLIANCE

PCE/OFF-SITE
00002

FS

STATE/LOCAL

08

CONDUCTED
FCE/ON-SITE

00001

FS

STATE/LOCAL

08

STATE

29-JUL-

CONDUCTED
FCE/ON-SITE

99

STATE

24-FEB-

CONDUCTED

CONDUCTED

95

FCE/ON-SITE

FCE/ON-SITE

30

IN
COMPLIANCE

30

IN
COMPLIANCE

Additional Information can be obtained from Air Facility System [ AFS |Search.

RCRAInfo
HANDLER IP;VAR000505321
LIST OF NAICS CODES AND DESCRIPTIONS
NAICS CODE NAICS DESCRIPTION
486210

PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION OF NATURAL GAS

48621

PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION OF NATURAL GAS

HANDLER / FACILITY CLASSIFICATION
https://oftnpub.epa.gov/enviro/multisys2_v2.getjist?facility_uin=110063905699
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No Process Information is available for the facility listed above.
Additional information can be obtained from Resource Conservation and Recovery Information [RGRAInfo ]Search.

https://0fmpub.epa.g0v/envirc1/multisys2_vZgetJist?facility_uin=110063905699
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